The Council of the European Union
Introduction
The Council of the European Union is made up of government ministers from each member state. It is
informally known as the Council of Ministers. For EU law to be passed, or for deals on the EU budget to be
agreed, the Council, usually along with the European Parliament, must approve it. It also has the power to
sign international agreements with non-EU countries and organisations on behalf of the EU.

How does the Council of the EU work?
The Council of the European Union is attended by the most relevant minister from each of the 28 EU
member states. For example if there are proposals on fishing laws the fisheries minister from each country
will attend. As representatives of the government of each member state, the ministers play an important role
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new laws. The council then negotiates and approves or rejects proposals. In most cases proposals are also
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parliament often mean it takes more than one attempt to pass a new proposal or agree the budget.
Ministers will often avoid a vote, instead agreeing by consensus whether to approve or reject a policy. If a
vote is needed, qualified majority voting is used.
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History
Established under the Treaty of Rome (1957), the council’s role has expanded, giving it powers over more
areas of policy. Under the Single European Act (1986) the ability of individual member states to veto council
decisions was reduced to cover
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government. If that does not work out, new elections may be called.

